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About EuroRAP 

The European Road Assessment Programme (EuroRAP) was formed in 2002 

as an international not-for-profit Association (AISBL) with support from the three 

top-performing governments in road safety (UK, NL, S), together with the 

European Commission and civil society supporters from a dozen countries.  

EuroRAP today has 56 authority or not for profit members from charities, civil 

society or research institutes in most European countries.  It develops “safe 

system” research with the roads and motor industry and manages an accredited 

supplier network. 

EuroRAP is a sister programme to Euro NCAP, the independent crash test 

programme that star rates new cars for the crash protection they provide to 

passengers and pedestrians.  Euro NCAP demonstrates that well-designed 

crash protection can make family cars safer.  Similarly, EuroRAP measures the 

safety performance of roads and demonstrates how and where they can be 

made safer. 

This work has been conducted by EuroRAP SK.  EuroRAP SK was established 

under Slovak law by board members of the European Road Assessment 

Programme (EuroRAP). 

In total, EuroRAP has assessed more than 250,000km of roads in Europe 

through Risk Maps or road inspection surveys.  EuroRAP has also enabled 

work nationally through its civil society members and provides ongoing support 

to its members in the countries where it is established. 

About iRAP 

This study used the protocols of the International Road Assessment 

Programme (iRAP).  iRAP is a registered charity dedicated to preventing the 

more than 3,500 road deaths that occur every day worldwide.  At the heart of 

iRAP is a spirit of cooperation.  The organisation provides tools and training to 

help automobile associations, governments, funding agencies, research 

institutes and other non-government organisations in more than 70 countries to 

make roads safe. Its activities include: 

 inspecting high-risk roads and developing Star Ratings, Safer Roads 

Investment Plans and Risk Maps 

 providing training, technology and support that will build and sustain 

national, regional and local capability 

 tracking road safety performance so that funding agencies can assess 

the benefits of their investments. 
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The programme is the umbrella organisation for EuroRAP, AusRAP, usRAP, 

KiwiRAP and ChinaRAP.  Road Assessment Programmes (RAP) are now 

active in more than 80 countries throughout Europe, Asia Pacific, North 

America, the Middle East, Central and South America and Africa.  iRAP is 

financially supported by the FIA Foundation for the Automobile and Society and 

the Road Safety Fund.  Projects receive support from the Global Road Safety 

Facility, automobile associations, regional development banks and donors.  

National governments, automobile clubs and associations, charities, the motor 

industry and institutions such as the European Commission also support RAPs 

in the developed world and encourage the transfer of research and technology 

to iRAP.  In addition, many individuals donate their time and expertise to 

support iRAP. 
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Executive summary 

In December 2013, as part of the SENSoR (South East Neighbourhood Safe 

Routes) project, the Slovakian motorway network was surveyed, assessed for 

safety and given a rating using the iRAP Star Rating protocol. 

Between 2014 and 2015, a wide ranging package of improvements taken from 

an iRAP Safer Roads Investment Plan was implemented by NDS, the Slovak 

National Motorway Company.  The cost was about EUR 40m. 

The package included improved delineation including shoulder rumble strips, 

widening of the sealed shoulder, removal of roadside hazards, widespread use 

of barriers and the use of energy absorbing terminals.   

The improved roads (327km in total of the D1 and D2 motorways and the R1 

expressway) were reassessed by EuroRAP Slovakia in February 2016. 

Prior to the upgrading, only 27% of the road sections rated three-star or better 

for vehicle occupants.  Since the upgrade, 77% of the improved sections rate 

three-star or better.  One-star sections have disappeared completely. 

As a result of this work, an estimated 355 deaths and serious injuries will be 

prevented over the next 20 years on a 327km sample of Slovakia’s motorways 

and expressways. 
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Abbreviations 

 

iRAP International Road Assessment Programme 

AADT annual average daily traffic 

ViDA® certified online analytic software, developed by iRAP 

EuroRAP European Road Assessment Programme 

NDS National Motorway Company (Slovakia) 

SR® Star Rating 

SRIP® Safer Roads Investment Plan 

SENSoR South East Neighbourhood Safe Routes/project co-financed 
by the EU, assessing road infrastructure safety in Slovakia 
and other countries in the years 2012-2013 and using the 
RAP methodology 

HRS horizontal road signing 

VRS vertical road signing 

CBS critical black spot 

TEN-T Trans-European Transport Network 

FSI fatal and/or serious injury 

BCR benefit-to-cost ratio 

FHWA Federal Highway Administration (USA) 
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A.Introduction 

1. Development of road accident statistics in Slovakia 

In 2015, 2741 people died on Slovakia’s roads as a result of road crashes and 

a further 10911 were seriously injured. The estimated Gross Domestic Product 

loss due to road traffic crashes was 1.4% in 20132.  

Looking at the figures, we can see that there was a continuous and quite 

‘dramatic’ decrease in road accidents in Slovakia from 2009 to 2013. Since 

2014, however, the road accident statistics have started to slowly climb again. 

The same trend is being observed in other parts of Europe. 

Road deaths in Slovakia1 2012 2013 2014 2015 

total 296 223 259 274 

of which on motorways & 
expressways 

8 14 17 21 

Tab 1 

Road serious injuries in 
Slovakia1 

2012 2013 2014 2015 

total 1122 1086 1098 1091 

of which on motorways & 
expressways 

39 42 42 63 

Tab 2 

 

Despite the fact that motorways and expressways worldwide – and in Slovakia 

– are one of the safest road types, this general increase in serious road 

accidents was also recorded on these superior Slovakian roads over the past 

three years. 

In the light of the above, there is an urgent need to look for “new ways” to reduce 

the number of fatal and serious road crashes in Slovakia.  It is clear that 

restriction, increasing   fines and a massive police presence on the roads have 

now apparently reached their staff- and financial limits.  Even the most recent 

restrictive tool implemented by the Slovakian Traffic Police Department – the 

so called ‘objective responsibility institute’ – hasn´t yet brought the expected 

effect. 

A potential solution is offered by the International Road Assessment 

Programme and the entities such as EuroRAP (European Road Assessment 

                                            

1 ODP PPZ SR, http://www.minv.sk/?rocenkaSR 

2 Global status on road safety, WHO 2013 

http://www.minv.sk/?rocenkaSR
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Programme) which assesses the road infrastructure safety in more than 80 

countries worldwide.  EuroRAP pro-actively targets real risk on the roads and 

recommends effective and affordable road safety countermeasures which are 

measurable.  EuroRAP is dedicated to creating safe road infrastructure, 

reducing the risk to road users in the event of a road crash.  

Safe road infrastructure is - together with safe vehicles and safe drivers - one 

of the three basic pillars of an effective road safety system.  EuroRAP´s 

experience confirms that targeted effective low-cost road infrastructure 

countermeasures are able to reduce serious road crashes by 30-75%.  Safer 

road infrastructure helps to ensure that simple driving errors do not result in 

death or serious injuries.  

 

2. RAP Star Rating methodology 

 

The RAP Star Rating and Safer Roads Investment Plan (SRIP) methodology 

improves road users’ safety by proposing cost-effective investment plans.  For 

more than 20 years engineers and planners have adopted an underlying 

philosophy of designing an explaining and forgiving road system to minimize 

the chances of injuries when road users make mistakes that result in crashes.  

Injury levels can be reduced either by taking measures to reduce the likelihood 

of a crash or by managing the kinetic energy within the crash thereby reducing 

the severity of injuries. 

Road assessments using the RAP 

Star Rating® methodology begin 

with a real-time road survey, 

recording more than 50 

infrastructure elements which 

relate to road safety.  The video 

material is then comprehensively 

analysed, coded and uploaded in 

the customised online analytic 

software ViDA®3.  

This leads to the primary ViDA 

output: a quantification of the safety 

that the road provides to its users 

(the Star Rating).  The Star Rating 

scores describe the safety built in 

to the road on a 5-star scale.  In the 

                                            

3 ViDA online software: http://vida.irap.org 

„You wouldn´t build 
a block of apartments with 
balconies that lacked 
protective railings and 
then wait until some 
residents fall from them 
before adding the railings. 
So why do we not provide 
barriers where they are 
needed alongside roads?”   

John Dawson, European Road 
Assessment Programme 

http://vida.irap.org/
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next step the ViDA software identifies the most appropriate countermeasures 

which can reduce risk and increase the Star Rating.  A Safer Roads Investment 

Plan (SRIP) is then proposed, which includes all the countermeasures 

economically justified. RAP Star Rating is a pro-active methodology, which is 

able to identify the most dangerous stretches of a road before a serious road 

accident occurs.  By contrast, the ‘Critical-Black-Spot’ methodology which is 

currently used in Slovakia is reactive.  It identifies stretches of road as high risk 

only after a certain number of people have been killed or seriously injured.  

3. SENSoR project results on Slovak motorways and 
expressways  

The 14-country SENSoR project (South East Neighbourhood Safer Routes) 

was co-financed by the EU and is a complex road safety assessment which 

included RAP road survey, Star Rating and SRIP.  Almost 2.500km of Slovakian 

roads were assessed in the SENSoR project 

The surveyed network included a total of 630km of motorways and 

expressways (including all TEN-T road sections).  All divided roads were 

inspected separately in both directions.   

The SENSoR project results showed that only 41% of Slovakia’s motorways 

and expressways were (12/2013) star-rated 3 to 5.  At this standard the road 

offers the greatest protection for vehicle occupants in case of a serious road 

accident.  More than a half (52%) of the superior road network was rated 2 stars 

and 7% was only 1 star, the lowest possible rating. 

Pic 1 
Graph 1 

1%

4%

36%

52 %

7 %
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4. Before and after: 12/2013 vs 02/2016   

 

The decisive factors for this surprisingly low Star Rating for some sections of 

Slovakian motorways and expressways were – in 2013 – identified as being 

mainly missing safety barriers and shoulder rumble strips both on passenger 

and driver side.  Other factors such as steep downward slopes, unprotected 

demerge lanes and other dangerous objects (poles 22%, trees 17%, others 

13%) and often a narrow sealed shoulder - created an unacceptably high risk 

of run-off accidents.  This is where the vehicle leaves the road and hits 

an unprotected object.  The high operating speed – up to 130km/h – was an 

additional risk factor.   

 

The SENSoR project results challenged the Slovak National Motorway 

Company (NDS) to implement the recommended road safety countermeasures 

on their network.  At the SENSoR project final launch, the NDS representatives 

committed themselves to actively use project outputs to eliminate the identified 

risks on Slovak motorways and expressways.  NDS was also keen to align 

Slovakian road infrastructure safety standards with those of developed 

European countries.  A series of meetings which brought together EuroRAP 

staff and NDS engineers was arranged and the access to the online software 

ViDA was given to the motorway company.  NDS realised that – for a variety of 

economic and scheduling reasons – it wasn’t possible to implement all the 

countermeasures recommended within the SENSoR project.  Instead NDS 

pragmatically decided to focus on those countermeasures, which were 

financially feasible at the time and also at least partly in accordance with the 

company´s mid- and long-term investment plans.  

Two years after SENSoR, NDS asked 

EuroRAP´s Slovak branch to reassess 

the RAP Star Rating on those road 

sections, where the company had 

implemented the countermeasures.  

This aimed to verify how the road 

improvements had affected the Star 

Rating results.   

The results of the ‘new’ Star Rating 

(02/2016) and their comparison with the 

SENSoR project results (12/2013) as 

well as the new Safer Roads 

Investment Plan 2016 are shown in the 

following pages of this report.       

"In some areas the 
SENSoR project 
inspired us; in others 
it confirmed, that 
what we are doing 
and what we plan to 
do, is correct“ 
 

Štefan Török, NDS operational 
director, November 2014 for 
Slovak daily newspaper “SME” 
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B. Supporting data Star Rating 

The iRAP Star Rating methodology requires supporting data to be inputted to 

the online analytic software ViDA together with the coded data from the road 

survey.  Some figures are used for determining the relative risk (Star Rating), 

other data is used for calibrating the model or creating the Safer Roads 

Investment Plan (SRIP).  The supporting data collection ensures that the model 

is adjusted to the local conditions, and is therefore much more accurate. 

The supporting data collected for the purposes of this report was collected in 

accordance with the RAP-SR-3.2 Supporting data template: 

• Traffic volumes data 

• Operating speeds data 

• Pedestrian and Bicyclists’ flow data 

• Crash data 

1. Traffic volumes data 

The model also requires traffic volumes to determine the relative risk on each 

section of the network.  The traffic data for this project was provided by NDS 

for the years 2014-2015.  The AADT data (Annual Average Daily Traffic) for the 

whole surveyed network, split into „inter-crossing sections” on the selected 

network Star Rating are the subject of Table 3 (see Annex). The share of 

motorcycles on the total AADT was set to < 5% for the entire Slovakian road 

network.  

2. Operating speeds 

The model also requires inputting the 85th-percentile speed and the mean 

speed of the flow on each section of the network.  The 85th-percentile speed is 

the speed exceeded by 15% of drivers in the particular location.  The mean 

speed reflects the average of speeds of all vehicles in the location.  For the 

purposes of this report, speed measurement data from previous projects as well 

as the maximum operating speeds were used.  Based on these measurements, 

the experience of the survey team, and also consultation with local engineers, 

Table 4 (see Annex) was created in order to determine the mean and the 85th- 

percentile speeds based on the posted speed. 

Speed data was limited and not available for the complete surveyed network.  

This table was used to estimate speeds for the network.  It is therefore an 

estimate of the actual driving speed of the local drivers. 

3. Pedestrian and Bicyclists Flow 

The ViDA model requires also inputting four types of flows for each 100m 

section of the surveyed network: 
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• Pedestrian peak hour flow across the road (max/hour) 

• Pedestrian peak hour flow along the driver-side (max/hour) 

• Pedestrian peak hour flow along the passenger-side (max/hour) 

• Bicyclist peak hour flow along the road (max/hour) 

These types of data are difficult to obtain as there are no relevant 

measurements.  To overcome this issue, appropriate estimations were made 

using the RAP pre-processor tool.  This tool estimates the pedestrians and 

bicyclists flows based primarily on the coded attributes of Land use. 

On dual carriageway roads with a median barrier (without pedestrian 

crossing facility) the pedestrian crossing flow was set to 0. It is also 

assumed that pedestrians do not walk in medians on dual carriageway 

roads. 

4. Crash data 

For the purposes of this report, official road accident data were used, provided 

by the Slovak Traffic Police Department for the years 2012-20144 and 20155. 

In addition, fatality distribution between pedestrians, bicyclists, motorcyclists 

and vehicle occupants is required to calibrate the model more precisely.  The 

RAP methodology is based on the fact that only two-thirds of the recorded 

fatalities can be addressed by the countermeasures (target fatalities). 

Therefore the total number of recorded is multiplied by 2/3 for the purposes of 

calibration.  The fatality distribution was then appropriately used (using the 

percentage distribution) for the surveyed network. 

                                            

4 http://www.minv.sk/?rocenkaSR 

5 http://www.minv.sk/?kompletna-statistika 

http://www.minv.sk/?rocenkaSR
http://www.minv.sk/?kompletna-statistika
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C. Star Rating 2016 

According to the NDS request, the following road sections were re-assessed 

within this report: 

 

Tab 5  

*On the road section D2 Brodské - BA/Lamač there is a 1,3km difference between the requested and re-assessed 

length of the road section. In SENSoR Star Rating (2013) this section was assessed starting from the chainage point 

1,300 (end of the cross-border area CZ/SK). To keep the comparability, it was necessary to re-assess the section from 

the very same chainage point. 

 

Data for the ‘new’ RAP Star Rating 2016 on the above listed road sections was 

gathered in a road survey in February 2016.The road survey took place in full 

accordance with the RAP Star Rating methodology standards.  An inspection 

vehicle with certified inspectors surveyed the full requested length in both 

directions.  The continuous geo-referenced video, which was gathered 

during the survey, is an integral part of this report and was submitted to 

NDS.  

The secondary data source for the report came from figures about the road 

safety countermeasures which were implemented between 2014-2015.  This 

data was submitted by NDS. 

The road survey confirmed that all the countermeasures which were 

declared by NDS in the secondary data are now fully implemented.  No 

discrepancies were found compared to the actual reality as at 15 February 

2016.   

Road section Road 
Start 

(chainage) 
End 

(chainage) 
Length [km] 

ViDA 

datafile 

Trnava - Nitra R1 0,0 38,1 38,1 000-381 

Nitra - Trnava R1 38,1 0,0 38,1 381-000 

Žiar n/Hr - Budča R1 128,6 145,0 16,4 128-145 

Budča - Žiar n/Hr R1 145,0 128,6 16,4 145-128 

Trnava - Lúka D1 49,5 83,9 34,4 495-840 

Lúka - Trnava D1 83,9 49,5 34,4 840-495 

Petrovany - Budimír D1 406,8 426,8 20,0 406-426 

Budimír - Petrovany D1 426,8 406,8 20,0 426-406 

Brodské - BA/Lamač* D2 1,3 55,0 53,7 000-550 

BA/Lamač - Brodské D2 55,0 0,0 55,0 550-000 
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The data from the road survey and the supporting data were coded and 

uploaded to the online software ViDA in accordance with the prescribed 

manuals: RAP-SR-2.1 iRAP Star Rating and Investment Plan Road Survey and 

Coding Specification, RAP-SR-2.2 Star Rating coding manual, RAP-SR-3-

3_Upload_file_specification and Road Attribute Coding course on 

RAPcapacity.  

 

Based on the defined network and all input data a new project NDS Upgrade 

was created in the ViDA online software ViDA, containing two sub-data sets for 

the selected road network:  

a) dataset Pre-Upgrade Baseline 327km: this describes Star Rating 

results of the selected network, recorded within the assessment in 2013 

(SENSoR project) 

b) dataset  Post-Upgrade 327km: this describes the ‘new’ Star Rating 

results of the same selected network, recorded within the re-assessment 

in February 2016 

 

Based on the coded and supporting data, the ViDA online software produces 

Star Rating of the surveyed network.  The Star Rating is awarded on individual 

relative risk across-the-board for four road user groups – vehicle occupants, 

pedestrians, motorcyclists and bicyclists.  Therefore, four different Star Ratings 

can be produced.  

For the purposes of this report the user group ’vehicle occupants’ is the 

primary one.  This is because pedestrians and bicyclists are not expected 

on dual carriageway roads.  The same is generally true also for 

motorcyclists in the winter period. 

All Star Rating map outputs within ViDA which were used for the purposes of 

this report were ‘smoothed’ in order to eliminate the accidental aberrations on 

very short road sections.  

All Star Rating table outputs within ViDA display raw Star Rating (before 

smoothing).  

All Star Rating maps, tables and graphs within ViDA are freely available for the 

NDS in the online ViDA software. Access codes to the online software ViDA 

were provided to the NDS. 

For the purposes of this report, it is also possible to display within the online 

software ViDA the relative risk along the selected road section in the form of a 

graph (risk worm).  
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D. Star Rating comparison of particular road 

sections 
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Section 1/R1, dir_Trnava - Nitra in km 0,000 - 38,200 

12/2013 

Pic 2 

Graph 2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

02/2016 

Pic 3 

Graph 3 
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implemented countermeasures: 

 completion of safety barriers, passenger side 
 delineation renewal (HRS) 
 sealed shoulder extension, passenger side 
 installing of energy absorbing barrier ends on demerge lanes  
 completion of retro-reflective studs within the central dashed line 
 completion of shoulder rumble strips, both passenger & driver side 
 installing of non-aggressive road signs (VRS)  
 extension of concrete barriers, protecting bridges  
 densification of flexible delineators (passenger side) 
 removal of unprotected dangerous objects (tree cutting) 

 

2013 
Pic 4 

 

 
 

 

 

                                        
                                        2016 
                                         Pic 5  

 

 

 

 

Tab 6 

Section R1 Trnava - Nitra 

km 0,000 - 38,200 
       5         4         3         2         1  

Star Rating 12/2013 (km) 0,0 0,0 3,9 31,3 3,0 

Star Rating 12/2013  0% 0% 10% 82% 8% 

Star Rating 02/2016 (km) 0,0 0,5 25,7 12,0 0,0 

Star Rating 02/2016  0% 1% 68% 31% 0% 

Compared 2016 vs 2013 (%) ± 0% + 1% + 58% - 51% - 8% 
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Section 1/R1, dir_Nitra - Trnava in km 38,200 - 0,000 

12/2013 

Pic 6 

Graph 4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

02/2016 

Pic 7 

Graph 5 
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implemented countermeasures: 

 completion of safety barriers, passenger side 
 delineation renewal (HRS)  
 sealed shoulder extension, passenger side 
 installing of energy absorbing barrier ends on demerge lanes  
 completion of retro-reflective studs within the central dashed line 
 completion of shoulder rumble strips, both passenger & driver side 
 installing of non-aggressive road signs (VRS)  
 densification of flexible delineators (passenger side) 
 removal of unprotected dangerous objects (tree cutting) 
 extension of concrete barriers protecting bridges  

 

2013 
Pic 8 

 

 
 

 

 

                                       
                                        2016 
                                          Pic 9  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tab 7 

Section R1 Nitra - Trnava 

km 38,200 - 0,000 
       5         4         3         2         1  

Star Rating 12/2013 (km) 0,0 0,0 0,2 21,0 17,0 

Star Rating 12/2013  0% 0% 0% 55% 45% 

Star Rating 02/2016 (km) 0,0 0,0 6,2 32,0 0,0 

Star Rating 02/2016  0% 0% 16% 84% 0% 

Compared 2016 vs 2013 (%) ± 0% ± 0% + 16% + 29% - 45% 
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Section 2/R1, dir_Žiar n/Hr - Budča in km 128,585 - 145,005 

12/2013 

Pic 10 

Graph 6 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

02/2016 

Pic 11 

Graph 8 
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implemented countermeasures: 

 completion of safety barriers, passenger side 
 sealed shoulder extension, passenger side 
 installing of energy absorbing barrier ends on demerge lanes  
 completion of retro-reflective studs within the central dashed line 
 completion of shoulder rumble strips, driver side 
 removal of unprotected dangerous objects (tree cutting) 
 completion of shoulder rumble strips, passenger side 

 

 

  2013 
   Pic 12 
   Pic 13 

 

 
 

 

 

                                         
                                          
2016                                     
Pic 14 
Pic 15  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tab 8 

Section R1 Žiar n/Hr - Budča 

km 128,585 - 145,005  
       5         4         3         2         1  

Star Rating 12/2013 (km) 0,0 0,0 3,0 9,0 4,5 

Star Rating 12/2013  0% 0% 18% 55% 27% 

Star Rating 02/2016 (km) 0,0 0,0 13,5 3,0 0,0 

Star Rating 02/2016  0% 0% 82% 18% 0% 

Compared 2016 vs 2013 (%) ± 0% ± 0% + 64% - 37% - 27% 
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Section 2/R1, dir_Budča - Žiar n/Hr in km 145,005 - 128,585 

12/2013 

Pic 16 

Graph 9 

 

 

 

 

 

02/2016 

Pic 17 

Graph 10 
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implemented countermeasures: 

 completion of safety barriers, passenger side 
 sealed shoulder extension, passenger side 
 installing of energy absorbing barrier ends on demerge lanes  
 completion of retro-reflective studs within the central dashed line 
 completion of shoulder rumble strips, passenger side 
 removal of unprotected dangerous objects (tree cutting) 
 completion of shoulder rumble strips, driver side 

 

 

2013 
Pic 18 
Pic 19 

 

 
 

 

 

                                         
                                        
2016 

                                  
Pic 19 
Pic 20 
  

 

 

 

 

Tab 9 

Section R1 Budča - Žiar n/Hr  

km 145,005 - 128,585  
       5         4         3         2         1  

Star Rating 12/2013 (km) 0,0 0,0 0,0 16,5 0,0 

Star Rating 12/2013  0% 0% 0% 100% 0% 

Star Rating 02/2016 (km) 0,0 0,0 13,5 3,0 0,0 

Star Rating 02/2016  0% 0% 82% 18% 0% 

Compared 2016 vs 2013 (%) ± 0% ± 0% + 82% - 82% ± 0% 
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Section 3/D1, dir_Trnava - Lúka in km 49,500 - 83,900 

12/2013 

Pic 21 

Graph 11 

 

 

 

 

 

 

02/2016 

Pic 22 

Graph 12 
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implemented countermeasures: 

 completion of safety barriers, passenger side 
 sealed shoulder extension, driver side 
 installing of energy absorbing barrier ends on demerge lanes  
 completion of retro-reflective studs within the central dashed line 
 completion of shoulder rumble strips, both passenger & driver side 
 sealed shoulder extension, passenger side 

 
 

 

2013 
Pic 23 

 

 
 

 

 

                                         
                                        2016 
                                        Pic 24  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tab 10 

Section D1 Trnava - Lúka  

km 49,500 - 83,900  
       5         4         3         2         1  

Star Rating 12/2013 (km) 0,0 0,0 10,5 24,0 0,0 

Star Rating 12/2013  0% 0% 30% 70% 0% 

Star Rating 02/2016 (km) 0,0 0,0 31,5 3,0 0,0 

Star Rating 02/2016  0% 0% 91% 9% 0% 

Compared 2016 vs 2013 (%) ± 0% ± 0% + 61% - 61% ± 0% 
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Section 3/D1, dir_Lúka - Trnava in km 83,900 - 49,500 

12/2013 

Pic 25 

Graph 13 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

02/2016 

Pic 26 

Graph 14 
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implemented countermeasures: 

 completion of safety barriers, passenger side 
 sealed shoulder extension, passenger side 
 installing of energy absorbing barrier ends on demerge lanes  
 completion of retro-reflective studs within the central dashed line 
 completion of shoulder rumble strips, passenger & driver side 
 sealed shoulder extension, driver side 

 

 

2013 
Obr 27 

 

 
 

 

 

                                         

                                        2016 
                                        Obr 28  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tab 11 

Section D1 Lúka - Trnava 

km 83,900 - 49,500  
       5         4         3         2         1  

Star Rating 12/2013 (km) 0,0 0,0 19,4 15,0 0,0 

Star Rating 12/2013  0% 0% 56% 44% 0% 

Star Rating 02/2016 (km) 0,0 0,0 28,4 6,0 0,0 

Star Rating 02/2016  0% 0% 83% 17% 0% 

Compared 2016 vs 2013 (%) ± 0% ± 0% + 27% - 27% ± 0% 
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Section 4/D1, dir_Petrovany - Budimír in km 406,781 - 426,831 

12/2013 

Pic 29 

Graph 15 

 

 

 

 

 

 

02/2016 

Pic 30 

Graph 16 
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implemented countermeasures: 

 completion of safety barriers, passenger side 
 delineation renewal (HRS)  
 sealed shoulder extension, passenger side 
 sealed shoulder extension, driver side 
 installing of energy absorbing barrier ends on demerge lanes  
 completion of retro-reflective studs within the central dashed line 
 completion of shoulder rumble strips, both passenger & driver side 
 building of earth embankment, protecting dangerous object  

 

 

2013 
Pic 31 

 

 
 

 

 

                                         
                                        2016 
                                        Pic 32  

 

 

 

 

 

Tab 12 

Section D1 Petrovany - 
Budimír km 406,78 - 426,381  

       5         4         3         2         1  

Star Rating 12/2013 (km) 0,0 0,0 17,1 3,0 0,0 

Star Rating 12/2013  0% 0% 85% 15% 0% 

Star Rating 02/2016 (km) 0,0 0,0 20,1 0,0 0,0 

Star Rating 02/2016  0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 

Compared 2016 vs 2013 (%) ± 0% ± 0% + 15% - 15% ± 0% 
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Section 4/D1, dir_Budimír - Petrovany in km 426,831 - 406,781 

12/2013 

Pic 33 

Graph 17 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

02/2016 

Pic 34 

Graph 18 
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implemented countermeasures: 

 completion of safety barriers, passenger side 
 delineation renewal (HRS)  
 sealed shoulder extension, passenger side 
 sealed shoulder extension, driver side 
 installing of energy absorbing barrier ends on demerge lanes  
 completion of shoulder rumble strips, both passenger & driver side 
 completion of retro-reflective studs within the central dashed line  

 

 

2013 
Pic 35 

 

 
 

 

 

                                         
                                        2016 
                                        Pic 36  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tab 13 

Section D1 Budimír - 
Petrovany km 426,381 - 
406,781  

       5         4         3         2         1  

Star Rating 12/2013 (km) 0,0 0,0 20,1 0,0 0,0 

Star Rating 12/2013  0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 

Star Rating 02/2016 (km) 0,0 0,0 20,1 0,0 0,0 

Star Rating 02/2016  0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 

Compared 2016 vs 2013 (%) ± 0% ± 0% ± 0% ± 0% ± 0% 
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Section 5/D2, dir_Brodské - BA/Lamač in km 1,3000 - 55,000 

12/2013 

Pic 37 

Graph 19 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

02/2016 

Pic 38 

Graph 20 
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implemented countermeasures: 

 completion of safety barriers, passenger side 
 completion of safety barriers, driver side 
 delineation renewal (HRS)  
 removal of unprotected dangerous objects (tree cutting) 
 completion of shoulder rumble strips, both passenger & driver side 
 installing energy absorbing barrier ends, passenger side (replacing ramped ends) 
 installing of energy absorbing barrier ends on demerge lanes  

 
 

 

2013 
Pic 39 

 

 
 

 

 

                                         
                                        2016 
                                        Pic 40  

 

 

 

 

 

Tab 14 

Section D2 Brodské - 
BA/Lamač 

km 1,300 - 55,000  

       5         4         3         2         1  

Star Rating 12/2013 (km) 0,0 0,0 6,3 47,4 0,0 

Star Rating 12/2013  0% 0% 12% 88% 0% 

Star Rating 02/2016 (km) 0,3 0,0 53,4 0,0 0,0 

Star Rating 02/2016  1% 0% 99% 0% 0% 

Compared 2016 vs 2013 (%) ± 1% ± 0% + 87% - 88% ± 0% 
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Section 5/D2, dir_BA/Lamač - Brodské in km 55,000 - 0,000 

12/2013 

Pic 41 

Graph 21 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

02/2016 

Pic 42 

Graph 22 
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implemented countermeasures: 

 completion of safety barriers, passenger side 
 completion of safety barriers, driver side 
 delineation renewal (HRS)  
 removal of unprotected dangerous objects (tree cutting) 
 completion of shoulder rumble strips, both passenger & driver side 
 installing energy absorbing barrier ends on demerge lanes 
 installing energy absorbing barrier ends, passenger side (replacing ramped ends)  

 

2013 
Pic 43 

 

 
 

 

 

                                         

                                        2016 
                                        Pic 44  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tab 15 

 

Section D2 BA/Lamač - 
Brodské 

km 55,000 - 0,000  

       5         4         3         2         1  

Star Rating 12/2013 (km) 0,0 0,0 6,3 48,7 0,0 

Star Rating 12/2013  0% 0% 12% 88% 0% 

Star Rating 02/2016 (km) 0,0 0,3 39,7 15,0 0,0 

Star Rating 02/2016  0% 1% 72% 27% 0% 

Compared 2016 vs 2013 (%) ± 0% + 1% + 61% - 62% ± 0% 
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E. Conclusion Star Rating 

A dataset of 327.2km length was created after aggregation of the results from 

all selected road sections in both directions.  This enabled us to see the 

comparison between the 2013 (SENSoR) Star Rating results and the 2016 Star 

Rating results after implementation of the above listed countermeasures.  The 

results, transposed into a map output for the aggregated dataset, are as 

follows: 

2013 (327.2km)                                                                                     

        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pic 45 
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2016 (327.2km)                                                                                     

 

       

      Pic 46 
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The results, transposed into a graph output, looks for the aggregated 

dataset as following: 

 

 

2013 (327.20km): 

Graph 22 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2016 (327.20km):  

Graph 23 
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77%
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The results, transposed into a table output, looks for the aggregated 

dataset as following: 

Tab 16 

 

Looking at the results, we can see that in 2013 (within the SENSoR Project), 

almost 73% of this aggregated road network (327.20km) was star-rated as 

unacceptable high risk (1- or 2-star).  

After the countermeasures, implemented by NDS on this particular 

327.70km in the years 2014-2015, only 23% of the re-assessed road 

sections remains 2-star.  The most dangerous road sections (rated black 

= 1-star) disappeared entirely. 

Correspondingly, almost 77% of the re-assessed network reached after 

the implementation of countermeasures Europe-wide accepted RAP 3-

stars standard. 

Through simple and cost-effective countermeasures, a third of the 
current Slovak motorway and expressway network has now reached 
a road infrastructure safety level that is considered the minimum 
desirable in European countries that are leaders in road safety.  This 
substantially reduces the risk of death or serious injury when a crash 
occurs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Aggregated dataset R1+D1+D2 

327,20km  
     5         4         3         2         1  

Star Rating 12/2013 (km) 0,0 0,0 86,8 215,9 24,5 

Star Rating 12/2013 (%)  0% 0% 27% 66% 7% 

Star Rating 02/2016 (km) 0,3 0,8 252,1 74 0,0 

Star Rating 02/2016 (%)  0% 0% 77% 23% 0% 

Compared 2016 vs 2013 (%) ± 0% ± 0% + 50% - 43% - 7% 
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F. Safer Roads Investment Plan (SRIP) 

As already mentioned in the Part A2 of this report, the SRIP® (Safer Roads 

Investment Plan) is a unique system upgrade of the Star Rating methodology 

and the secondary output of the ViDA online software.  SRIPs are able to 

identify the most effective road infrastructure safety countermeasures and 

allocate them to particular road stretches.  This brings a special added value 

for the road owners and administrators, who can target the investments 

according to their (often limited) budgets and actual needs in order to decrease 

the likelihood of serious road accidents on the potentially most dangerous road 

sections.  

1. SRIP Methodology  

This tool describes which road safety infrastructure countermeasure applied to 

specific road sections would save lives and serious injuries resulting from road 

accidents. SRIP recommends a wide package of such countermeasures, all of 

them proved by experience and justified by decades of scientific research and 

engineering.  The costs of each countermeasure are compared to the value of 

life and/or serious injuries it would prevent, and a benefit-to-cost ratio (BCR) is 

calculated for all recommended countermeasures.  The minimum BCR for the 

purposes of this report was set to 1, means non-returnable investments are not 

shown in the SRIP.  

The ViDA software also enables to show within its SRIP part a “what-if” scenario 

- means how would the Star Rating look like after implementing all the 

recommended countermeasures.  This can be displayed for each road 

section separately. 

2. Supporting data SRIP   

Similar as for the Star Rating, also for SRIP calculation some specific 

supporting data for the model-calibration purposes are required.  The 

application of as much as possible local supporting data ensures that the model 

is adjusted to the local conditions, and therefore much more accurate. 

To keep the consistency of the main goal of this report - comparison of the 

current road safety level of the 327km network with the SENSoR project results 

- the same supporting data were used for the calibration of the model as in 

SENSoR. In accordance with the manual RAP-SR-3.2 Supporting data 

template following data were used for the SRIP calculation: 

 Economic data 

 Countermeasure costs 
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2.1 Economic data 

For creating the Safer Roads Investment Plan it is necessary to input key 

economic figures and thus set up the model.  The value for this project is set to 

20 years = the number of years over which the economic benefits of the SRIP 

are calculated. 

The key figure for the whole Safer Roads Investment Plans is the GDP per 

capita in local currency.  The source of this figure the IMF World Economic 

Outlook Database of October 20136.  The estimated GDP per capita in Slovakia 

for the year 2014 was 14,041.04 EUR. 

Discount rate is used to estimate net present values.  This value is set to 12% 

for the purpose of this project.  

Minimum attractive rate of return represents the minimum rate of return 

before investing in various road engineering countermeasures.  This value is 

set to 0.12 in accordance with the iRAP guidelines. 

Value of life reflects the social cost of one fatality on the road. In this project 

the iRAP recommendation of GDP x 70 (see McMahon, Dahdah: The True 

Costs of Road Crashes, iRAP 2010)7 is used.  The value of life therefore is 

982,872.80 EUR. 

Value of serious injury reflects the social cost of one serious injury on the 

road. In this project the iRAP recommendation of Value of life x 0.25 (see 

McMahon, Dahdah: The True Costs of Road Crashes, iRAP 2010)7 is used. 

The value of serious injury therefore is 245,718.20 EUR. 

2.2 Countermeasure costs 

To keep at least a basic evidential value of a SRIP it is essential to input in the 

model the costs of various countermeasures in order to determine the benefit-

to-cost ratio of each proposed countermeasure.  The costs must include all 

costs of design, engineering, materials, work, land as well as maintenance for 

their entire life cycle.  

The countermeasure costs used for the purposes of this report were determined 

by the common approach of all SENSoR project partner8.  Slovenian colleagues 

from the AMZS Autoclub made an in-depth research and analysis of the costs 

in Slovenia, which was then used as a basis also for other participating 

countries, with local calibration as required.  These costs (in Euros) are subject 

                                            

6 http://www.imf.org/external/data.htm 

7 http://irap.org/en/about-irap-3/research-and-technical-papers 

8 courtesy to the research of the Slovenian SENSoR project partner (AMZS)  

http://www.imf.org/external/data.htm
http://irap.org/en/about-irap-3/research-and-technical-papers
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of Table 17 (see Annex of this report).  The same principle was used also for 

the purposes of this report. 

Countermeasure costs data used in this report are averages as described 

above.  The ViDA online software allows – where local data are available 

– authorities such as the NDS to use that data and assess the sensitivity 

of the efficacy of proposed measures to cost.  

 

3. SRIP 2013 SENSoR  

Based on the Star rating results from December 2013, a SRIP was calculated 

for the whole Slovak TEN-T network within the SENSoR project.  

The „what-if“ scenario showed, that when all countermeasures, recommended 

by the SENSoR SRIP for Slovak motorways and expressways network 

(1.272km in both directions) were fully implemented, they could potentially 

prevent more than 1.500 road fatalities and serious injuries within the next 20 

years (ie until 2033).  The rough costs for such a package of countermeasures 

were estimated for at least EUR 60m, using a threshold BCR=3. 

For the particular 327km of the motorway and expressway network, reassessed 

within this report, the SENSoR project recommended (December 2013) to 

implement countermeasures, potentially able to prevent 661 road fatalities and 

serious injuries within the next 20 years. 

According to the data, submitted by the NDS for the purposes of this report and 

verified by the independent RAP road survey in February 2016, the NDS 

implemented in the years 2014-2015 on the selected network of 327km 

a package of road safety infrastructure countermeasures, spending 

approximately EUR 40m. These countermeasures basically met the SENSoR 

project top recommendations. 

The principal countermeasures 

installed, were missing safety barriers 

on passenger side, shoulder rumble 

strips, widening of paved shoulders on 

both passenger and driver side, 

protection of demerge lanes and safety 

barrier ends with energy absorbing 

impact attenuators, renewal of 

delineation and removing of dangerous 

objects on the passenger side (tree 

cutting).  

One of the most progressive and in 

Slovakia as yet unused 
Pic 47 
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countermeasures was a pilot project on 9 sites of the D2 motorway, road 

section Bratislava - Brodské (CZ/SK) - Bratislava, where the classic safety 

barrier „ramped ends“ were replaced by modern energy absorbing (EA) ends 

(see Pic 47).  

The ramped metal safety barrier ends can present a high potential risk.  If 

a vehicle hits the ramped end it will be most likely to be launched out of control.  

The subsequent impact leads almost always to fatal or serious injuries 9 . 

Alternative energy absorbing barrier ends on the other hand controls the kinetic 

energy of the crash and the vehicle passengers are better protected in case of 

a frontal crash.  The NDS is now trying to convince the respective authorities to 

accept the EA ends within the Slovak standards as this is not the case yet.  

The United States started to use the EA safety barrier ends massively already 

late 1970-ties.  One of the studies of their effectiveness10 shows, that compared 

to other safety barrier ends, the EA solutions have a potential to save 20 lives 

and prevent 34 serious injuries per 100 impacts.  In Oregon, 4 sites were 

monitored one-year-before and one-year-after the installation of impact 

attenuator devices. Following data is excerpted from the Oregon experience:  

Annual accident experience 10 
one-year-before  

EA ends installation 

one-year-after  

EA ends installation 

impacts total 12 19 

Injuries 11 4 

Deaths 5 0 

Tab 18 

 

ln July 1986, the FHWA Wisconsin Division Office issued a comprehensive 

publication that dealt with the accident experience with impact attenuators at 

16 hazardous locations.  The report covered a 14-year period, 1972 through 

1985.  It confirms that the impact attenuators have proven to be very effective 

in preventing serious injuries or fatalities during 744 vehicle impacts.  The report 

continues by stating: "Most importantly, it is evident that more than 170 people 

would have been seriously injured or killed if impact attenuators had not been 

used."  

Apart from the countermeasures, recommended by the SENSoR project, 

several road safety features not directly evaluated among the Star Rating 

attributes, were implemented by the NDS in 2014-15. They however influence 

                                            

9 https://www.dropbox.com/s/fd05845skdmtkqg/5th_gear_091006.wmv?dl=0 

10 Tamanini, F.J.: Impact Attenuators: An overview of their characteristics and effectiveness 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/fd05845skdmtkqg/5th_gear_091006.wmv?dl=0
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those that are assessed: e. g. the retro-

reflective studs within the central dashed 

line, installing of non-aggressive vertical 

road signs, densification of flexible 

delineators (passenger side) and 

extension of concrete barriers protecting 

bridges.  Very effective and safety-

increasing countermeasure is also 

the fixed transition from metal to concrete safety barrier (or reversely) which 

eliminates completely the risk of hitting an unprotected barrier end (see Pic 48).                                       

4. SRIP 2016  

The Star Rating results based upon the RAP survey made on 327km of network 

in February 2016 confirmed, that the countermeasures implemented by the 

NDS in the years 2014-2015 significantly changed the safety standard of the 

touched road infrastructure.  

More than 77% of the reassessed network reached the 3-star minimum RAP 

Star Rating.  This categorized these roads as reaching a road safety 

infrastructure standard targeted in many European countries leading in road 

safety.  Based on the SRIP results, provided by the online ViDA software 

it is to expect, that the implementation of the above mentioned 

countermeasures implemented by the NDS, should in the next 20 years 

period prevent 355 fatal and serious injuries on the reassessed network 

of 327km.  That means average almost 18 fatal and serious injuries yearly. 

If we put a glance at the road accident statistics 2013-2015 on the reassessed 

network… 

FSI´s on the reassessed road 
network 327km 

201311 201411 201512 

total  24 24 23 

hereof deaths 6 10 5 

hereof serious injuries 18 14 18 

Tab 19 

…it seems obvious, that if the road safety countermeasures implemented prove 

themselves truly effective, Slovak superior road network could move towards 

vision Zero in the next 20-30 years.  As we know, the vision Zero concept 

already becomes very close to reality, for example in Sweden or Netherlands. 

                                            

11 http://www.minv.sk/?rocenkaSR 

12 http://www.minv.sk/?kompletna-statistika 

Obr 48  Pic 48 

http://www.minv.sk/?rocenkaSR
http://www.minv.sk/?kompletna-statistika
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Projecting the fatal and serious crashes, occured 2013-2015 on the reassessed 

network 327km, in a EuroRAP Risk Map (see Pic 49) we find out that they are 

concentrated mainly on the road sections R1 Nitra - Trnava - Nitra and D2 

Bratislava/Lamač - Brodské - Bratislava/Lamač (see colour yellow):  

Pic 49 
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In order to compare the above showed Risk Mapping results with the 2016 Star 

Rating results, we have to look once again at the particular Star Ratings of the 

reassessed network (comprehensively described in Part D of this report):  
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Graphs 24-33 

From the graphs above we can see, that the 3 most dangerous road sections 

where the likelihood of a road accident with fatal or serious consequences is – 

despite of the countermeasures implemented – still higher than on the others 

within the reassessed network 327km, are: 

 R1 Nitra - Trnava (38km), chainage 38,1 - 0,0 

 R1 Trnava - Nitra (38km), chainage 0,0 - 38,1 

 D2 BA/Lamač - Brodské (55km), chainage 55,0 - 0,0 

Even though the correlation between the RAP Risk Mapping (post-crash 

evaluation) and RAP Star Rating (pre-crash evaluation) protocols wasn´t 

consistently proven yet, within this reassessment project both protocols 

identified the same 3 road sections as the most dangerous – based on 

both actual and modelled risk. 
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In 2013 the SENSoR project recommended to the NDS a concrete package of 

road safety infrastructure countermeasures (SRIP), which should be 

implemented in order to increase the Star Rating.  As we can see from this 

report, the investment plan was very successful and therefore a similar 

approach was required by the NDS also after the reassessment in 2016.  A new 

SRIP was created in the ViDA online software, focused to identify the decisive 

factors influencing the lower (2- star) rating on some remaining sections. 

The ViDA dataset „NDS Post-Upgrade 327km“ identified following 

countermeasures, able to increase the Star Rating on the reassessed network 

even after 2016: 

Tab 20 

 

The twelve recommended countermeasures, listed above, have the potential to 

prevent 306 fatal and serious injuries on the reassessed network of 327km in 

the following 20 years (until 2036).  Estimated costs for the implementation of 

all recommended countermeasures are about EUR 12m, however it has to be 

considered that these costs are only a rough estimate, and the real costs  can 

vary depending on the local circumstances and prices (for explanation see Part  

F2.2. of this report). 
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The recommended countermeasures can be divided in „decisive“ (4) and 

„marginal“ (8). The four decisive countermeasure types, marked in the table 

above with red (see Tab 20), are: 

 

 finalisation of continuous road safety barriers on passenger side in 

length of 112,20km. Potential to prevent 252 FSI´s within the next 20 

years, BCR=4 

 road surface rehabilitation in length of 53,30km. Potential to prevent  

22 FSI´s within the next 20 years, BCR=2 

 shoulder sealing driver side in length of 128,50km. Potential to prevent  

20 FSI´s within the next 20 years, BCR=1 

 obstruction removal (sight distance)  in length of 2,6km. Potential to 

prevent 6 FSI´s within the next 20 years, BCR=15 

 

The marginal countermeasures have only minor influence, anyway they are 

easy to identify in the online software ViDA and the costs for their 

implementation should be absorbed neglected.  

 

4.1 SRIP 2016: Analysis of the decisive recommended countermeasures  

4.1.1 Road safety barriers / passenger side 

NDS is well aware that the finalisation of continuous road safety barriers on 

passenger side would have a decisive influence on the further Star Rating 

increase.  However it would be also the most expensive investment among the 

currently recommended countermeasures and considering the actual budget 

possibilities of the motorway company infeasible within the next five years. 

The urgent need of a continual safety barrier „stripe“ on the passenger side 

becomes obvious when we analyse the 2013-2015 road accident statistics on 

the reassessed network.  More than 50% (26) of the road accidents with 

consequence of fatal or serious injuries resulted from a situation when an 

uncontrolled vehicle left the road on the passenger side.  

We would like to take the opportunity to mention here also a very specific risk 

factor, the U-turn sites on some Slovak expressways and motorways, made 

available for winter maintenance vehicles.  7 such U-turns were identified also 

on the reassessed network of 327km, whereby each of this sites presents on 

a high-speed road a considerable risk factor, even though they are well signed.    
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4.1.2 Road surface rehabilitation  

This rather simple countermeasure was on the reassessed network 

recommended in length of 53,3km, almost exclusively on the road section R1 

Trnava - Nitra - Trnava.  The Star Rating Demonstrator tool (free available 

within the online software ViDA) enabled us to explore, how would the 

implementation of this particular countermeasure influence the Star Rating on 

a typical 100 m red (only 2-star) stretch on the expressway R1 Nitra - Trnava: 

before: rating 13.2            Pic 50/51                  after: rating 11.0                         Pic 52/53 

Remark: compared is a standard stretch of a „R-type“ TEN-T road in Slovakia (expressway) with metal 

safety barrier on both driver and passenger side, dual carriageway with rumbled shoulder strips, no 

merge/demerge lanes and speed limit 130km/h. Only one parameter was changed: the road condition 

from „medium“ to „good“ 
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4.1.3 Shoulder sealing / driver side 

The widening of a sealed shoulder on driver side is considered as one of the 

most difficult and expensive countermeasures, moreover often determined by 

the construction limit of the particular road as well as by its foundation and 

structure.  It is not always possible to widen the sealed shoulder adjacent to the 

road´s median.  The NDS implemented – where possible – this countermeasure 

by   reducing the „green median“ and dual metal safety barriers to a „sealed 

median“ with only one central concrete road safety barrier, common for both 

driving directions.  The replacement of metal safety barriers with concrete ones 

has only a minor influence to the Star Rating, therefore we can consider it as 

acceptable, even useful in case if the shoulder was improved.  This 

countermeasure is also less effective as the benefit-to-cost ratio is only 1. 

NDS is aware, that almost 50% of the reassessed network of 327km fall here 

short in weight, as the sealed shoulder width on driver side is only 0-1m.  The 

motorway company is planning to focus this issue in the future and try to widen 

the sealed shoulders wherever the costs will be reasonable. 

 

4.1.4 Obstruction removal (sight distance) 

On different road stretches in length of 2,6km were identified objects, 

obstructing a proper sight of the driver.  Such an obstruction can easily lead to 

a serious or fatal injury, especially when a vehicle hits pedestrians or cyclists, 

and dangerous objects has to be removed. 

Even though the road safety potential of this countermeasure is rather low (6 

prevented FSI´s within the next 20 years), the implementation should be simple 

and low-cost, whereby the BCR is quite high (15).  

In most of the cases the typical obstructing objects are untreated trees and 

hedges or misplaced vertical traffic signs and billboards in curves or close to 

intersections and merging lanes.  
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4.1.5 Operating speed 

Operating speed is one of the most decisive factors in the RAP Star Rating and 

SRIP methodology.  However, it is not listed among the countermeasures, as 

the reduction of the speed limits on particular road sections is not directly 

a countermeasure, but more an all-society phenomenon, which has to be 

approached in a very complex way.  Moreover, the road owners and 

administrators are not directly responsible for the speed limit policy in Slovakia. 

The decision maker in this area is the Traffic Police Department of Slovak 

Republic, who only has the legislative power to cut down the speed limits on 

dangerous road sections.  The good news is, that the Slovak traffic police are 

keen to cooperate with EuroRAP in the forthcoming projects.  We hope that this 

cooperation will lead to reasonable speed limit constraints on those stretches, 

where there is no other possibility to increase the road infrastructure safety. 

The correlation between operating speed and Star Rating is illustrated in the 

picture below (see Pic 54).  It is obvious, that on some roads we won´t reach 4-

stars, until we do not decrease the operating speed (or its 85th percentile, see 

Part B2 of this report).  

Pic 54 
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A typical case of such a stretch on the reassessed network of 327km is the road 

section of the motorway D1 Budimír - Petrovany, where no change was 

identified when comparing the SENSoR Star Rating and 2016 Star Rating 

results.  The road remained 3-stars despite the countermeasures implemented 

by the NDS in 2014-2015. 

The road indeed became safer through the implemented countermeasures, 

however more than 3-stars can´t be anymore reached by road 

infrastructure countermeasures, only by decrease of the speed limit: 

D1 Budimír - Petrovany, if speed limit 130km/h & 85th percentile 140km/h 

rating 9.5              Pic 55 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

D1 Budimír - Petrovany, if speed limit 100km/h & 85th percentile 110km/h 

rating 4.6                   Pic 56 
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G. General Conclusion 

In December 2013, as part of the SENSoR (South East Neighbourhood Safe 

Routes) project, the Slovakian motorway network was surveyed, assessed for 

safety and given a rating using the iRAP Star Rating protocol. 

Between 2014 and 2015, a wide ranging package of improvements taken from 

an iRAP Safer Roads Investment Plan was implemented by NDS, the Slovak 

Motorway Company.  The cost was about EUR 40m. 

The package included improved delineation including shoulder rumble strips, 

widening of the sealed shoulder, removal of roadside hazards, widespread use 

of barriers and the use of energy absorbing terminals. 

The improved roads (five sections, 327km in total, of the D1 and D2 motorways 

and the R1 expressway) were reassessed by EuroRAP Slovakia in February 

2016. 

Prior to the upgrading, 27% of the road sections rated 3-star or better for vehicle 

occupants.  Since the upgrade, 77% of the improved sections rate 3-star or 

better, an increase of more than 50 percentage points.  1-star sections have 

disappeared completely. 

An estimated 355 deaths and serious injuries will be prevented over the next 

20 years on a 327km sample of Slovakia’s motorways and expressways. 

By upgrading these sections, a third of the whole Slovak motorway network has 

reached the 3-star rating now being targeted by many countries in Europe.   

On the upgraded roads a vehicle is now less likely to leave the carriageway and 

if it does there is less likelihood of a serious collision occurring. 

The global UN & WHO campaign ‘Decade of Action for Road Safety 2011-2020’ 

includes the principles of the RAP 3-star minimum standard as part of the pillar 

concerned with safer roads and mobility (see United Nations A/70/386, 

22.09.2015, VII/31, VIII/78g).  The national road safety strategic plans in several 

countries, e.g. United Kingdom, Slovenia, Sweden, Netherlands, Australia and 

New Zealand support the principles of maximising travel on roads of at least 3-

star. 

‘The 3-star coalition’13 is working to bring together all authorities, NGO´s and 

other organizations, who acknowledge the adoption of the 3-star minimum 

                                            

13 http://www.fundforglobalhealth.org/join-the-3-star-coalition/ 

http://www.fundforglobalhealth.org/join-the-3-star-coalition/
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target as an effective tool to decrease fatalities and serious injuries on the roads 

worldwide.   

The Slovak Motorway Company NDS is one of the first of several SENSoR 

countries, to implement at least part of the recommended countermeasures on 

its network. The positive results are obvious.  It is to be expected, that if the 

NDS continues with this effort and trend, meeting the 3-star minimum standard 

on the great majority of the NDS network can be achieved. 

The final map and graph of this report (see page 59) shows the Star Rating 

results on the 327km of upgraded network that could be achieved if all 

countermeasures recommended by 2016 SRIP are implemented. 

The NDS is committed to improving its network and the safety of its 

infrastructure and will seek to build on build on the success of this project. 
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Pic 57 and Graph 34 
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Tab 3 

 

 

Legend:  
S1 - traffic direction A 
S2 - traffic direction B 
P - profile 
M - AADT 

  

 

2014 2015

S1 12011 12935

R1 Modranka - Trnava (R1xD1) S2 11942 12845

P 23953 25779

S1 20521 31640

R1 Trnava - Vlčkovce, Sever S2 21222 12229

P 41743 43869

S1 13891 14607

R1 Báb - Nitra, Západ S2 13890 14477

P 27781 29084

S1 8039 9581

R1 Žiar n./ Hronom - Žiar n./ Hronom, Východ S2 8131 9493  

P 16170 19074

S1 11079 11999

R1 Žiar n./ Hronom, Východ - Hronská Breznica S2 10829 11573

P 21908 23572

S1 7908 8180

D1 Prešov, Juh - Lemešany S2 7471 8213

P 15379 16393

S1 8324 8228

D1 Lemešany - Budimír S2 7912 8157

P 16236 16385

S1 13071 14333

D1 Trnava - Hlohovec S2 13057 14222

P 26128 28555

S1 13225 14096

D1 Hlohovec - Piešťany S2 13431 14163

P 26656 28259

S1 11937 12833

D1 Piešťany - Horná Streda S2 12167 13056

P 24104 25889

S1 12834 -

D1 Horná Streda - Lúka S2 12799 -

P 25633 -

S1 7251 7675

D2 št. hranica SK/CZ - Kúty S2 6926 7479

P 14177 15154

S1 8770 9007

D2 Kúty - Malacky S2 8406 8854

P 17176 17861

S1 12156 12523

D2 Malacky - Lozorno S2 11885 12466

P 24041 24989

S1 - 16052

D2 Lozorno - Stupava S2 - 16158

P - 32210

S1 17538 18137

D2 Stupava - Lamač S2 17130 18832

P 34668 36969

Legenda:

S1 - smer 1 (pravý jazdný pás v smere staničenia)

S2 - smer 2 (ľavý jazný pás v smere staničenia)

P - profil

M̅PDI [skv/h] - priemerná denná intenzita dopravy sledovaného obdobia uvádzaná v skutočných vozidlách za 24 hodín

M̅PDI [skv/24h]
križovatkový úsekŤah
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Tab 4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Speed limit [km/h] 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 

85th - percentile 
speed [km/h] 

40 50 55 65 75 85 95 110 120 130 140 

Mean speed 
[km/h] 

35 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 
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Tab 17 

 

Counter

measure

 ID

Countermeasure C'way Code Unit of Cost
Service 

Life

RURAL Low 

Upgrade Cost

RURAL Med 

Upgrade Cost

RURAL High 

Upgrade Cost

URBAN Low 

Upgrade Cost

URBAN Med 

Upgrade Cost

URBAN High 

Upgrade Cost

1 Improve delineation Individual lane km 5 6 935                         6 935                     6 935                          8 550                           8 930                         10 165                        

2 Bicycle lane (on-road) Individual per km 20 34 580                       66 120                    140 600                      52 250                          46 265                        60 420                        

3 Bicycle lane (off-road) Individual per km 20 83 220                       90 250                    219 260                      108 775                        118 275                      290 035                       

4 Motorcycle lane (painted logos only on-road) Individual per km 5 2 812                         2 812                     2 812                          3 040                           3 325                         4 085                          

5 Motorcycle lane (construct on-road) Individual per km 20 64 220                       102 220                  140 220                      70 775                          108 300                      146 300                       

6 Motorcycle lane (segregated) Individual per km 20 92 720                       109 345                  125 970                      108 775                        123 975                      139 175                       

7 Horizontal realignment Individual lane km 20 145 160                     191 330                  285 570                      252 700                        345 135                      533 520                       

8 Improve curve delineation Individual per carriageway km 5 8 360                         12 065                    17 100                        12 825                          15 200                        22 420                        

9 Lane widening (up to 0.5m) Individual lane km 10 43 700                       69 445                    107 635                      61 750                          73 340                        119 130                       

10 Lane widening (>0.5m) Individual lane km 10 83 600                       163 875                  252 130                      118 750                        137 275                      197 030                       

11 Protected turn lane (unsignalised 3 leg) Multi intersection 10 30 210                       127 585                  457 710                                                36 575                       164 825                        438 425 

12 Protected turn lane (unsignalised 4 leg) Multi intersection 10                        30 210                   138 415                       418 095                           41 325                       218 690                        488 110 

13 Delineation and signing (intersection) Multi intersection 5                          8 645                     10 165                         12 920                           11 400                         13 395                         25 175 

14 Protected turn provision at existing signalised site (3-leg) Multi intersection 10                        11 020                     14 250                         26 600                           16 150                         24 700                         44 935 

15 Protected turn provision at existing signalised site (4-leg) Multi intersection 10                        11 020                     14 345                         24 510                           16 150                         26 600                         44 080 

16 Signalise intersection (3-leg) Multi intersection 20                        46 360                     46 360                         46 360                           60 325                         60 325                         60 325 

17 Signalise intersection (4-leg) Multi intersection 20                        54 530                     54 530                         54 530                           74 100                         74 100                         74 100 

18 Grade separation Multi intersection 50 116 850                     134 615                  170 240                      152 000                        175 750                      223 250                       

19 Rail crossing upgrade Multi intersection 20                        76 380                1 615 000                    5 225 000                           93 100                    1 900 000                     6 175 000 

20 Roundabout Multi intersection 20                      176 320                   347 320                       489 820                         267 900                       552 900                        790 400 

21 Central hatching Multi per km 10 28 310                       28 975                    30 400                        34 675                          35 435                        36 860                        

22 Rumble strip / flexi-post Multi per km 10 19 665                       21 375                    24 890                        22 800                          24 510                        28 025                        

23 Central turning lane full length Multi per km 10 165 300                     200 830                  272 080                      218 500                        266 000                      361 095                       

24 Central median barrier (no duplication) Multi per km 10 76 380                       93 005                    126 255                      107 350                        131 005                      178 600                       

25 Duplication with median barrier Undivided Only per carriageway km 20 304 000                     351 500                  446 500                      427 500                        498 750                      641 250                       

26 Duplicate - <1m median Undivided Only per carriageway km 20 246 050                     287 565                  370 785                      289 750                        337 250                      432 250                       

27 Duplicate - 1-5 m median Undivided Only per carriageway km 20 220 400                     248 900                  305 900                      323 000                        370 500                      465 500                       

28 Duplicate - 5-10m median Undivided Only per carriageway km 20 243 200                     271 700                  328 700                      351 500                        399 000                      494 000                       

29 Duplicate - 10-20m median Undivided Only per carriageway km 20 296 400                     315 685                  366 035                      418 000                        458 755                      540 835                       

30 Duplicate - >20m median Undivided Only per carriageway km 20 410 400                     435 385                  479 465                      560 500                        597 455                      682 005                       

31 Service Road Individual per km 20 243 200                     262 200                  300 200                      446 500                        505 875                      624 625                       

32 Additional lane (2 + 1 road) Individual per km 20 108 300                     120 175                  143 925                      171 000                        194 750                      242 250                       

33 Implement one way network Undivided Only per carriageway km 20 61 750                       67 735                    79 610                        85 500                          94 905                        114 095                       

34 Upgrade pedestrian facility quality Individual unit 10 22 800                       24 700                    28 500                        33 250                          36 860                        43 985                        

35 Refuge Island Multi unit 10 15 200                       18 050                    23 750                        23 750                          28 595                        38 095                        

36 Unsignalised crossing Multi unit 10 3 230                         3 420                     3 705                          14 725                          17 575                        23 275                        

37 Signalised crossing Multi unit 20 20 254                       23 864                    30 989                        45 505                          55 005                        74 005                        

38 Grade separated pedestrian facility Multi unit 50 42 750                       53 485                    74 860                        87 875                          102 125                      130 625                       

40 Road surface rehabilitation Individual lane km 10 12 388                       14 763                    19 513                        79 610                          98 610                        136 610                       

41 Clear roadside hazards - passenger side Individual per linear km 20 4 370                         4 655                     5 035                          6 175                           6 460                         7 030                          

42 Clear roadside hazards - driver side Individual per linear km 20 4 370                         4 655                     5 035                          6 175                           6 460                         7 030                          

43 Sideslope improvement - passenger side Individual per linear km 20 10 260                       13 110                    16 340                        12 825                          15 200                        19 950                        

44 Sideslope improvement - driver side Individual per linear km 20 10 260                       13 110                    16 340                        12 825                          15 200                        19 950                        

45 Roadside barriers - passenger side Individual per linear km 20 72 770                       75 430                    77 330                        82 650                          91 010                        107 635                       

46 Roadside barriers - driver side Individual per linear km 20 72 770                       75 430                    77 330                        82 650                          91 010                        107 635                       

47 Shoulder sealing passenger side (<1m) Individual per linear km 20 10 355                       13 490                    16 720                        12 825                          14 725                        18 430                        

48 Shoulder sealing passenger side (>1m) Individual per linear km 20 10 355                       14 535                    18 810                        12 825                          14 725                        18 525                        

52 Restrict/combine direct access points Individual per km 10 84 550                       99 845                    130 530                      104 500                        123 690                      161 690                       

54 Footpath provision passenger side (adjacent to road) Individual per km 20 68 400                       77 995                    97 090                        85 500                          97 470                        121 220                       

55 Footpath provision passenger side (>3m from road) Individual per km 20 84 550                       95 285                    116 660                      109 250                        123 405                      151 905                       

56 Speed management reviews Individual per carriageway km 5 6 365                         7 220                     8 930                          22 800                          27 455                        37 145                        

57 Traffic calming Individual per carriageway km 10 20 710                       24 415                    31 540                        31 825                          37 715                        49 685                        

59 Vertical realignment (major) Individual lane km 20 116 280                     140 030                  187 530                      169 100                        204 725                      275 975                       

60 Overtaking or additional lane Individual per linear km 20 52 250                       55 765                    62 890                        218 500                        261 250                      346 750                       

61 Median Crossing Upgrade Multi intersection 10 76 000                       95 000                    133 000                      124 070                        152 285                      209 855                       

62 Clear roadside hazards (bike lane) Individual per km 20 4 370                         4 655                     5 035                          6 175                           6 460                         7 030                          

63 Sideslope improvement (bike lane) Individual per km 20 10 260                       13 110                    16 340                        12 825                          15 200                        19 950                        

64 Roadside barriers (bike lane) Individual per km 20 72 770                       75 430                    77 330                        82 650                          91 010                        107 635                       

65 Clear roadside hazards (seg MC lane) passenger side Individual per km 20 4 370                         4 655                     5 035                          6 175                           6 460                         7 030                          

66 Sideslope improvement (seg MC lane) passenger side Individual per km 20 10 260                       13 110                    16 340                        12 825                          15 200                        19 950                        

67 Roadside barriers (seg MC lane) passenger side Individual per km 20 72 770                       75 430                    77 330                        82 650                          91 010                        107 635                       

68 Speed management reviews (MC Lane) Individual per carriageway km 5 6 365                         7 220                     8 930                          22 800                          27 455                        37 145                        

69 Central median barrier (MC lane) Multi per km 10 72 770                       75 430                    77 330                        82 650                          91 010                        107 635                       

71 Skid Resistance (paved road) Individual lane km 10 67 450                       77 235                    98 610                        84 075                          97 375                        123 975                       

72 Skid Resistance (unpaved road) Individual per carriageway km 10 23 370                       26 980                    34 770                        30 400                          34 960                        44 840                        

73 Pave road surface Individual lane km 10 99 370                       121 505                  166 630                      125 400                        153 520                      210 520                       

74 Street lighting (mid-block) Individual lane km 20 109 250                     126 920                  162 640                      142 500                        166 250                      213 750                       

75 Street lighting (intersection) Individual intersection 20 51 110                       59 565                    76 095                        60 325                          69 730                        88 730                        

76 Street lighting (ped crossing) Individual unit 20 9 500                         10 450                    12 445                        11 875                          13 110                        15 485                        

77 Shoulder rumble strips Individual per carriageway km 10 18 240                       21 090                    26 790                        22 800                          26 315                        33 535                        

78 Parking improvements Individual per carriageway km 20 11 210                       12 445                    13 775                        15 675                          17 290                        19 285                        

79 Sight distance (obstruction removal) Individual per carriageway km 20 14 535                       16 340                    19 285                        19 950                          22 515                        27 265                        

80 Pedestrian fencing Individual per carriageway km 20 24 700                       26 695                    30 400                        32 063                          34 675                        39 995                        

81 Side road grade separated pedestrian facility Individual intersection 20 117 800                     136 800                  174 800                      147 250                        171 000                      218 500                       

152 Side road signalised pedestrian crossing Individual unit 20 35 720                       42 845                    57 095                        47 025                          56 525                        75 525                        

153 Side road unsignalised pedestrian crossing Individual intersection 10 12 920                       14 820                    18 620                        16 150                          18 525                        23 275                        

163 Footpath provision passenger side (with barrier) Individual per km 20 76 950                       87 685                    109 060                      95 000                          108 205                      134 330                       

164 Footpath provision passenger side (informal path >1m) Individual per km 10 57 380                       66 880                    84 645                        69 350                          80 085                        101 460                       

178 Footpath provision driver side (informal path >1m) Individual per km 10 54 530                       61 655                    78 280                        69 350                          80 560                        103 075                       

177 Footpath provision driver side (with barrier) Individual per km 20 76 950                       88 065                    110 200                      95 000                          108 395                      133 855                       

174 Footpath provision driver side (>3m from road) Individual per km 20 53 295                       74 955                    38 000                        80 750                          91 295                        112 955                       

173 Footpath provision driver side (adjacent to road) Individual per km 20 47 500                       59 850                    83 600                        93 100                          106 970                      135 470                       

171 Shoulder sealing driver side (<1m) Individual per linear km 20 12 540                       14 440                    18 240                        13 775                          15 675                        19 475                        

172 Shoulder sealing driver side (>1m) Individual per linear km 20 14 060                       16 055                    19 855                        21 375                          24 605                        31 255                        

182 Realignment (sight distance improvement) Individual lane km 20 178 980                     214 605                  285 855                      283 100                        342 475                      461 225                       

186 Central median barrier (1+1) Undivided Only per km 20 174 040                     188 290                  216 790                      217 550                        235 410                      270 940                       

187 Clear roadside hazards (seg MC lane) driver side Individual per km 20 4 370                         4 655                     5 035                          6 175                           6 460                         7 030                          

188 Sideslope improvement (seg MC lane) driver side Individual per km 20 10 260                       13 110                    16 340                        12 825                          15 200                        19 950                        

189 Roadside barriers (seg MC lane) driver side Individual per km 20 72 770                       75 430                    77 330                        82 650                          91 010                        107 635                       

190 Wide centreline Undivided Only per linear km 20 61 750                       62 320                    63 935                        85 975                          87 875                        91 770                        

191 School zone warning - signs and markings Individual lane km 5 8 645                         10 165                    12 920                        11 400                          13 395                        25 175                        

192 School zone warning - flashing beacon Individual unit 20 276                           276                        276                            276                              276                            276                             

193 School zone - crossing guard/supervisor Undivided Only unit 1 8 075                         8 075                     8 075                          8 075                           8 075                         8 075                          


